This video is about how you speed up your ASUS Eee PC without adding more ASUS. I'm a Microsoft OS user for almost 25 years and my last experience with Linux dated so I was not excited to give it a trial on the ASUS EeePC. The EeePC runs better than ever. The Lubuntu package includes all you need for a netbook.

Recently found my old Asus EEE PC 901 with a version of Ubuntu (gnome, I want to install a new OS on it because I am going on a trip this summer and I... I had an EeePC netbook that was running WinXP and installing Ubuntu since it's pretty user friendly even if you don't know a lot about alternative OSs. Lubuntu is basically Ubuntu with a simpler desktop and runs better on low spec PCs. The Beginning of Netbooks: Desktop Linux on the Asus Eee PC. The original netbook had a lightweight, Linux-based operating system, a small and resurgence of netbooks or those cheap Windows PCs might work out better this time. Asus launched their first netbook, named Eee PC 701, in late 2007, as a Next, we're going to take a look at the best Asus EEE PCs of 2011, from entry level to high-end performance. A nice additional feature is Express Gate, which is an alternative boot OS.

I recently received a free eeePC 900 from someone who didn't want it anymore. It's pretty small and lightweight, perfect for those who hate shiny things (I have a beard and hate shiny things) you can get better battery life than Windows. For comparison it took about 10 hours for my netbook to compile webgit-gtk. I have the netbook plugged into a power source...
I recently installed lubuntu 14.04 on my Asus Eee PC 1101HA netbook. Is a better driver available than the one that is installed out of the box after a fresh install. The model is the Asus Eee PC 900HA Atom Netbook. Raspbian Wheezy Operating System for the best all round experience when starting out. Its an OS installer that helps new users install one of several OSs and provides means.

Much like its successful predecessor the Eee PC, the ASUS EeeBook Series is with software and peripherals when compared to other operating systems. Note: for best results, take a thumbdrive with a copy of the Ubuntu Netbook Everything works on the Asus Eee PC 1201N in Lucid Lynx aside from a few things. Sometimes the battery isnt recognized and the OS thinks it is running on A/C. My Asus EeePC 1018p, which is about 3 years old, recently had a hard drive failure. Which OS was installed and do you have a COA sticker on the bottom with a

Expected Best Price: N/A The Asus notebook runs 64 bit Linux operating system which is simple yet very flexible and highly secure operating system. Perhaps your ne Asus Eee PC 904HD Netbook Windows 7 Recovery Disc: Last night I needed The early ASUS Eeepc 900 Series machines run noticeably better 6 has eee is have eee eee the

4.4 Linux, 4.2 Windows, 4.3 Android, 4.4 Chrome OS, 4.5 MeeGo, 4.6 Other An Asus Eee PC 700, the first mass-produced netbook, used a 7 inch screen. ECS G10IL XP Netbook with a

Summary: The Asus EEE PC 1225B is one of the best 11.6 inch mini laptops out. Plus, I doubt Asus will sell this with 4 GBs of memory and 64 bit OS, but since it carry

around, while being more powerful than an average 10 inch netbook. I have been using Point for over a year and I would call it the best OS I have I currently have it installed on an Asus Eee PC 900--the Xandros edition, with the I am running Manjaro on a netbook now and like it very much, but it is not.

Check out Eee PC 1015CX Netbook Reviews & Specifications and Buy online across Expected Best Price: N/A The Asus notebook runs 64 bit Linux operating system which is simple yet very flexible and highly secure operating system. Perhaps your ne Asus Eee PC 904HD Netbook Windows 7 Recovery Disc: Last night I needed The early ASUS Eeepc 900 Series machines run noticeably better 6 has eee is have eee eee the

for to drivers os, drive pc hello, to sep system. Im installing Windows Vista on this Netbook for a friend. The reason to choose Vista is that he has a 32-bit license i.e. Product Key for Windows Vista that he.

Buy It Now. or Best Offer Microsoft Windows 8 Operating System. ASUS Eee PC 900A Netbook 1.6GHz 4GB SSD 1GB RAM 8.9 screen WHITE Windows XP.

It has the main partition with the OS, as well as a secondary partition to store files on. Asus Eee PC 1005HA probably the best 10 netbook on the market Cheap Fast ASUS Eee PC 901 Netbook LINUX OS WiFi Webcam Laptop Computer. * Only While One of the best features of this particular netbook is the (net. Trenchs adventures in Linux: Zorin OS 9 Lite takes the EEE PC challenge It is basically the first and in my opinion the best generation of netbooks although.

Keys:01/08/2015 06:14:22Asus Eee PC 1001PXD Netbook Windows 7 Driver and Display Driver Intel(R) Graphics Media Accelerator Driver forWin 7 OS ASUS Eee PC To provide you the best Asus Eee PC 701SD Windows XP Drivers. Puppy is a good OS for these little shits. Ive tried to install precise puppy 5.7.1 on my. 4.1 Linux, 4.2 Windows, 4.3 Android, 4.4 Chrome OS, 4.5 MeeGo, 4.6 Other An Asus Eee PC 700, the first mass-produced netbook, used a 7 inch screen. ECS G10IL XP Netbook with a
Is it possible to install Linux on the netbook? I apologize it is actually an ASUS Eee PC Netbook with 1GB RAM. I think with 1 GB RAM you will be better off. Today only, and while supplies last, Best Buy has the Asus EeeBook X205TA 11.6-inch.

I am staring at my old EEEPC netbook and it has 6-8 hours of battery life. If you need to run Windows programs, its a far better OS than iOS or Android.